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CRIMINAL PROPERTY CONFISCATION BILL 2000 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 12 September.  

Debate was adjourned after clause 9 had been agreed to. 

Clause 10:  Effect of confiscation - other property - 
Mr McGINTY:  Under subclause (2) what property is registrable - other than registrable real property - and is 
there more than one category?  Is there always a registrar, and why is the registrar not defined?  

Mr PRINCE:  The only register of property I am aware of involves real estate.  The register of motor vehicles is 
a de facto register.  Although it is treated that way, in law it is not a register.  If we did have a register of some 
description for a category or class of movable property, clearly we would have to notify the registrar, because we 
could not have a register without having a registrar. 

Mr McGinty interjected.  

Mr PRINCE:  I do not think so.  I will deal with the situation of motor vehicle licences.  This can involve 
vehicles of great value - plant and equipment can easily be worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.   

When talking about movable property, the example that comes readily to mind is a large road rig, which can cost 
more than $500 000.  No register of ownership of such equipment exists, but multiple licences are required to 
use them.  Those documents are not evidence of ownership, although I freely concede that as a matter of practice 
they are often thought to be.  A licence is permission granted by the State for a vehicle to be used on a public 
road, and no more than that.  Whether it is a vehicle licence, a Department of Transport licence or some other 
form of permit applied to a particular configuration of vehicle on the road, it is nonetheless permission granted 
by the lawful authority for the equipment to be used.  It is not evidence of ownership.  Consequently, I do not 
believe that subclauses (1) or (2) would apply to the licence.   

Clearly, when something like that is seized, it would be normal practice to tell the licensing authorities that such 
a seizure had occurred, because the licence usually indicates at least the operator’s if not the owner’s name.  As a 
matter of practice, one would expect that notification to take place.  The vehicle is seized and cannot be used 
without the appropriate licence; so that is obviously important.  However, it is not a register.   

Mr McGinty:  Are planes able to be registered?   

Mr PRINCE:  As with other vehicles, a licence is not required for a plane.  However, if it is intended to be used, 
it must be licensed.  If a person wishes to fly an aircraft in controlled or uncontrolled airspace, he must register it 
with Air Services Australia.  That does not apply to ultralights because of their structure and the limited height at 
which they can fly.  Again, that is a form permit or licence to use a vehicle rather than a certificate - such as a 
title to land - indicating ownership.  Notwithstanding that those particulars appear on the ASA database, it is 
permission to use a vehicle issued by an appropriate authority rather than a certificate of title. 

Shipping is probably the other category of concern.  Of course, the Torrens title system was originally designed 
for the shipping world.   

Mr WIESE:  The minister has endeavoured to provide examples, but I am not sure how successfully.  I have 
been trying to work out what will be affected by this clause and who will be notified.  My question relates to 
leasing agreements.  Ownership remains with the leasing company.  Those leases are stamped and so on, but is 
there any requirement for them to be registered?  Hire purchase agreements are somewhat different.  I 
understand that the property is transferred to the person purchasing it, but there may be some requirement for 
those agreements to be registered.  Will this pick them up?  It is important that those who have a huge interest in 
lease or hire purchase agreements have their interest registered.  The minister was correct when he referred to the 
cost of plant and equipment.  A bulldozer can be worth from $500 000 to $1m or more.   

Mr Prince:  Your tractor and seeder would be worth a huge amount.   

Mr WIESE:  Tractors cost between $250 000 and $300 000.  Significant sums are potentially caught up in this 
situation.  The minister’s example of boats was very good, particularly when one considers drug trafficking.  It is 
not that anyone has a huge problem with that.  However, people with a significant interest should be notified, 
and the legislation contains mechanisms to ensure that that is done.  I suspect that those lease or hire purchase 
arrangements are registered somewhere.  If they are not, we should have a mechanism to ensure that those 
people are notified when a seizure occurs.   
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Mr PRINCE:  The member made a very fair comment.  Ships over a certain dead weight - I cannot remember 
what it is - are registered with Lloyd’s of London and a certificate of title is issued.  That system has been around 
for hundreds of years; in fact, that is the genesis of the Torrens title system.  In that case, one clearly has a 
document of some description, together with a registration system that indicates ownership and encumbrance.  
We have no registration system covering smaller vessels.  We do have a licensing system for boats being used 
within state waters.  

Mr McGinty interjected.   

Mr PRINCE:  I appreciate that.  I will demonstrate my point using the arrangement that applies to crayboats.  
One can own a crayboat and use it as a private vessel without having any form of registration under fisheries 
legislation.  However, if it is used for crayfishing, it must be registered because it is being used for that purpose.  
An operator is given permission to use it, but that is not a piece of paper that is of itself a document of title to the 
boat.  I think I am right in saying - I am subject to correction - that that is where we would usually find some 
form of registration for permission to use.  The member for Wagin makes a reasonable point when he talks about 
lease or hire purchase.  Forms of finance used to be registered as bills of sale.  That legislation disappeared some 
time in the 1980s - I am blowed if I can remember when - and we wound up with the concept of chattel 
mortgages, which I think are still registered, but there is some limit with regard to value.  Again, that is not a 
document which is like a certificate of title to land and which is registered.  Clearly, where something is 
registrable under an enactment, the registrar of that system must be notified.  Clause 10(2) provides that, so far 
we can, we must notify people who may have some interest in the property that has been seized.  We are talking 
about high value items of movable property, whether that be a boat, a yacht, a vehicle or an aircraft.  Clause 
10(2) provides that where there is some form of register, the registrar must be told.   

Mr McGINTY:  Is old title property registrable? 

Mr Prince:  No, it is not.  Under old title property, the original title to the property was the grant from Queen 
Victoria.  Thereafter, ownership and/or mortgage of that property is evidenced by a succession of documents that 
have effected that ownership or mortgage, such as a conveyance from me to another person, or a conveyance or a 
right of reconveyance from a person to a bank, and back again; and we end up with a chain of title.  Each of 
those documents should be memorialised and registered at the Office of Deeds.  However, that is simply a public 
register of documents.  It is not like a certificate of title under the Transfer of Land Act.  We often find when we 
research a chain of title that some documents were not memorialised, for whatever reason - someone did not get 
around to doing it, or they were lost.  The veracity and validity of the title depends upon the chain being 
unbroken; and that can be determined only by looking at the chain of documents, not at the public register. 

Mr McGINTY:  That highlights the problem with the drafting of this clause, where what is in substance a licence 
is sometimes referred to as registration, so there is an overlap.  The member for Wagin has spoken about other 
financial instruments and possible confusion about whether they are licences or a more direct form of 
registration.  The word “registration” is not defined in the sense of making the distinction that the minister is 
now seeking to make but is defined in a fairly meaningless way.  The minister also raised the question of 
intellectual property. 

Mr Prince:  Yes - design right, copyright and things of that nature.   

Mr McGINTY:  There is also a lack of clarity there.  If subclause (2) reads, “where ownership is required to be 
registered under a statute”, that might clarify it.  The final line of that subclause makes passing reference to 
notifying the registrar.  I do not know that in all cases there is a registrar.  I instance something that is fairly 
common:  A person may fly on a jumbo from Sydney or Melbourne to Perth and have a stash of illicit drugs with 
him.  Does that mean that jumbo can be confiscated from Ansett or Qantas because it is property that was used in 
the commission of a crime?  I presume that the ownership of that plane, which would be worth many hundreds of 
millions of dollars, would be registered somewhere.  This clause could expose an airline company to the 
confiscation of its jumbo and it is not clear who would be notified in that case.   

Mr Wiese:  I can just see a first-year constable slapping a freezing order on a jumbo! 

Mr McGINTY:  A justice of the peace would do that. 

Mr PRINCE:  It must be Thursday!  The imagination is running riot!  Clause 10 deals with the effect of 
confiscation.  It does not deal with the process of confiscation, the freezing order, the inquiry that is made at the 
time the freezing notice is issued, and so on.  The effect of confiscation is to transfer ownership of the property 
to the State.  Clause 10 states that property that is confiscated vests absolutely in the State.  Those are the 
operative words.  That means that whatever we are talking about in the form of movable property - non-real 
estate - will vest in the State.  I do not know of any register of ownership of movable property, although I 
concede there may be one.  I am pretty certain there is no register for aircraft and that what we have, whether the 
aircraft are used exclusively within Australia or internationally, is a process of registration for use. 
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Mr McGINTY:  In the absence of a definition of “registration”, why does this not apply to registration for use; in 
other words, to what I would call a “licence”? 

Mr Prince:  It can do; and there is no particular reason that it should not do and a lot of reason that it should do.  
As a matter of practice, the State must tell every licence issuer with regard to this movable property that there 
has been a change of ownership from the criminal to the State. 

Mr McGINTY:  Perhaps this clause should be amended to refer to registration or licensing.   

Mr Prince:  I do not think that is necessary, because it logically follows that if we change the ownership of that 
property - and that is what confiscation means - and if we then want to sell that confiscated property to get the 
maximum benefit for the State, we will need to tell the people who have some form of licensing authority over 
that property that we own that property.   

Mr McGINTY:  Why not require the Director of Public Prosecutions to do that, given that it is his function to 
implement this law? 

Mr Prince:  That will happen anyway as a matter of commonsense and logic.  If the Director of Public 
Prosecutions did not do that, he would not be doing his job of getting the maximum benefit for the State. 

Mr McGINTY: If the minister’s argument is that it will happen anyway, why not delete subclause (2) of Bill; 
and if the minister wants to leave it in the Bill, why not make it comprehensive? 

Mr PRINCE: I think it is comprehensive.  The ordinary natural meaning of the word “register” surely 
encompasses everything that we have spoken about, and probably some things that neither of us knows about.  A 
design right, a copyright or a patent are all intellectual property under commonwealth law.  Thus it is possible 
that a criminal could have crime-derived property - the benefit of a patent, for example - seized and confiscated 
and, in order to ensure that property was saleable, we would need to tell the Registrar of Patents that the patent 
had been confiscated under this legislation and was now owned by the State of Western Australia.  That is logic. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 11:  Applications for unexplained wealth declarations - 

Mr WIESE:  Subclause (1) refers to an unexplained wealth declaration against a person.  Could this clause be 
applied to a company or corporation that has been involved in criminal activities? 

Mr Prince:  Absolutely. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 12:  Unexplained wealth declarations - 

Mr WIESE:  The final line of subclause (3) reads "at any time or at all times".  How far back can this legislation 
be applied?  I raise the question in light of my knowledge of taxation records.  Such things as bank records are 
required to be kept for only seven years.  How will we be able to come to proper and fair conclusions when 
records that are required to be kept, and in most cases will be kept, go back only seven years? 

Mr PRINCE:  It would be wrong as a matter of principle to limit the operation of the legislation retrospectively 
to a certain number of years.  One could say five, seven, 10, 15, 20 or whatever.  One would then be potentially 
leaving the door open for a criminal to be able to acquire wealth, wait for the passage of time and then be 
immune from having that wealth removed simply because time had passed.  That is why we cannot include a 
past time limit.  It will depend on the evidence that is available.  The greater the timelag between now and 
whatever happened in the past that allowed the person to obtain extensive unexplained wealth, the harder it will 
be to prove any wrongdoing.  Notwithstanding that, we must not block off the ability of the State to be able to 
bring an application simply by the effluxion of time. 

Mr McGINTY:  Will the minister explain the concept of property being lawfully acquired in subclause (1), 
particularly in the context of inheritance or property passed on by virtue of a family court order or a gift? 

Mr PRINCE:  Clause 149 refers to the lawful acquisition of property and states, “Any property, service, 
advantage or benefit is lawfully acquired only if” whatever was lawfully acquired and “any consideration 
given . . . was lawfully acquired”.  If by order of the Family Court property is passed from one spouse to another 
upon dissolution of marriage, it would be a lawful acquisition by the receiving party.  I suppose questions could 
be raised about whether the property prior to its movement as a result of the family court order was lawfully 
acquired or crime derived, but the movement of ownership of property by the family court order is obviously a 
lawful process.  I refer to gifts inter vivos.  Gifts by will, assuming that there is nothing astray with the will and 
that it was lawful and not something entered into by fraud or coercion and that it is probated and so on, are a 
lawful movement of property from the diseased. 
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Mr McGinty:  It is not unlawful. 

Mr PRINCE:  No, it is a lawful movement of property.  There is no problem with that, assuming the will is a 
lawful document in the first place.  As to a gift, there is nothing wrong with giving things whether to a family 
member or a charity.  Anybody who wants to give a large amount of money to Princess Margaret Hospital for 
Children may do so.  The gift is a perfectly lawful exercise, but if what is given is crime derived, the subject of 
the gift may be able to be recovered.  Whether one is talking about a gift, a gift by will or a family court order, if 
that which is being given is crime derived, the process of movement of ownership may be quite lawful but the 
thing being moved was not lawfully acquired in the first place. 

Mr McGINTY:  I do not think the explanation given by the minister accurately portrays what the legislation will 
do.  I need to refer to clause 149 by way of developing this matter, because it is important.  The first part of 
clause 149 is simple tautology whereby it states that property is lawfully acquired if it is lawfully acquired.  That 
does not mean anything.  The conjunction “and” appears at the end of paragraph (a) which essentially requires 
that property be lawfully acquired and that there be consideration for that which was also lawfully acquired. 

Mr Prince:  It does not require; it says if any consideration is given, it must be lawfully acquired. 

Mr McGINTY:  That gives rise to another significant drafting problem.  If property was crime derived but the 
person who has it has good title to it, the existence of that good title passed on by way of a gift or will would 
insulate that property under clause 149 from confiscation on the basis of what the minister has just said.  If that is 
not the case, property is required to have been obtained for value, not simply by means of a legal process.  
Which of those two is it? 

Mr PRINCE:  The draftsperson has explained to me that we are looking at the totality of the person’s wealth; 
that is, that which was not lawfully acquired and that which was lawfully acquired.  The person must say, “I 
lawfully acquired this,” whether it be by will, gift, family court order or whatever. 

Mr McGinty:  I do not think that is the case. 

Mr PRINCE:  If the member looks at clause 12(2), it refers to any property, etc, “that is a constituent of the 
respondent’s wealth is presumed not to have been lawfully acquired unless the respondent establishes the 
contrary”. 

Mr McGinty:  That is simply the onus of proof. 

Mr PRINCE:  Yes, but that is where the expression “lawfully acquired” appears as well as being in subclause 
(1).  What is being asked of the respondent to the application is, “What have you got that is lawfully acquired?  
What have you got by total wealth?  How do you explain it?”  We have discussed this before.  A person could 
inherit property - which is a perfectly lawful exercise - from a relative or by a family court order or whatever, 
that is not in any way tainted by criminality, and that is part of their wealth.  Then it could be alleged that part of 
their wealth is crime derived.  Here is a situation of unexplained wealth.  The person has some wealth that was 
lawfully acquired but he then has a whole pile more that is unexplained wealth.  Clause 12(1) states - 

On hearing an application . . .  the court must declare that the respondent has unexplained wealth if it is 
more likely than not that the total value of the person’s wealth is greater than the value of the person’s 
lawfully acquired wealth. 

Clause 12(2) states that the respondent must show that the wealth was lawfully acquired and so on.  If this 
exercise were carried out for a person or a company - it does not matter which - there would be a list of what the 
person owned by way of wealth, and values.  Therefore if the person could not explain how he accumulated that 
amount of wealth from the income he said he earned over the past little while, an application would be made to 
the court for a declaration that this is unexplained wealth, and it could be taken.  The person would have the right 
to say to the court that he had acquired some of the wealth - I assume in fact that he would argue that he acquired 
his entire wealth - by lawful means such as inheritance, or whatever the case may be.  If the court determined 
that the total value of the person’s wealth was greater than his lawfully acquired wealth, the person must make 
an unexplained wealth declaration.   

Mr McGinty:  Yes, I understand that. 

Mr PRINCE:  Where is the member’s problem? 

Mr McGinty:  The problem is in the question I put to you of the onus on the person to prove that he lawfully 
acquired the wealth. 

Mr PRINCE:  The respondent. 

Mr McGinty:  Yes.  It is the meaning of “lawfully acquired” that I am talking about, not unexplained wealth.  I 
put it to you in the context of an inheritance, gift or court order. 
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Mr PRINCE:  Is the member for Fremantle searching for some sort of compendious definition of “lawfully 
acquired”? 

Mr McGinty:  No, I am just trying to understand what it means. 

Mr PRINCE:  It means that which is acquired lawfully as opposed to that which is acquired unlawfully or 
illegally. 

Mr McGinty:  If someone gives me $100, that is a lawful acquisition because it is a gift. 

Mr PRINCE:  Yes. 

Mr McGinty:  Is that the end of the matter? 

Mr PRINCE:  In so far as the member for Fremantle is concerned, yes.  If, for example - and this is a silly 
example - there was an unexplained wealth declaration because someone had $1 000 for which they could not 
account, but they said $100 was a gift, the unexplained wealth would be $900.   

Mr McGINTY: I do not think that is right.  My question to the minister is in the context of a gift - this goes only 
to the question of the meaning of lawfully acquired; I am not asking the minister for a total description.  My 
understanding of this legislation is that at its original source, the wealth must have been lawfully acquired.  In 
other words, value should have been paid for it, and it could be tracked back to the point where it was originally 
acquired with valuable consideration, and a gift or an inheritance in itself does not constitute lawful acquisition. 

Mr Prince:  I understand now the point you are trying to make.  I think that is a wrong interpretation. 

Mr McGINTY:  Could the minister show me where in this legislation property that is crime derived can be 
cleansed by a simple legal action such as the vesting of a gift or a family court order or by means of provision for 
that crime-derived property to be passed on in an inheritance. 

Mr Prince:  Crime-derived property does not come into this area. 

Mr McGINTY:  We are talking about lawful acquisition; it does come into this area. 

Mr Prince:  We are talking here about unexplained wealth.  That is the point.  If it can be shown that the money 
that has been given is crime derived, we are not talking about unexplained wealth, we are talking about crime-
derived property, and it can be identified and followed; it can be traced.  I gave the example of someone who 
gave away money to a charity, which was the result of criminal activity.  Technically, that money could be 
traced to the charity and recovered.  Clearly, discretion must be exercised, and I think it appears to be in the 
public interest to do so when money has been given to a good public purpose.  If the gift is a gift to somebody 
else, and it is a gift of crime-derived money, and that can be proved, we are not talking about unexplained wealth 
at all; we are talking about tracing crime-derived wealth. 

Mr McGINTY:  I do not think that is right minister. 

Mr Prince:  What we are talking about is an individual.  The process by which the ownership of the money is 
transferred from one to another is a lawful process.  But if it is crime-derived money, and that can be proved, it 
can be traced and recovered. 

Mr McGINTY:  Yes. 

Mr Prince:  The process is nonetheless lawful.  If, however, someone had unexplained wealth - not crime-
derived wealth - and that person had all the trappings of wealth but was not able to explain how he came by his 
wealth, such as through a lawful income or some other lawful means, we would be entitled to be suspicious.  We 
would ask the court to make a declaration to that effect, so that the unexplained wealth could be confiscated 
unless the person could show that the wealth was lawfully acquired. 

Mr McGINTY:  That is my point.  I do not differ from the minister up to that point.  If I had to establish that a 
gift to me was lawfully acquired, I would need to establish that it was not crime derived. 

Mr Prince:  No. 

Mr McGINTY:  Yes, I would have to, minister. 

Mr Prince:  I understand the point. 

Mr McGINTY:  I understand that the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions can go one of two routes:  It 
can go unexplained wealth or it can go crime-derived property.  However, in going unexplained wealth, it would 
also be going crime-derived property.  My question to the minister is that if property fits the definition of crime 
derived - 

Mr Prince:  Then we are not looking at unexplained wealth. 
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Mr McGINTY:  No, I am sorry.  A couple of avenues can be followed.  Assuming that a gift that I am given fits 
the definition of crime-derived property, can I then say that it was given to me as a gift and can that be a 
complete defence for when the DPP knocks on my door and asks me to explain my wealth? 

Mr Prince:  You are looking again at the innocent third party. 

Mr McGINTY:  The minister seems to be reading things into what I am saying. 

Mr PRINCE:  If an individual were as complicit as the person who was the criminal and what they were 
endeavouring to do was, to use the member’s words, cleanse through a lawful transaction the criminal sheen on 
this wealth - in common parlance, laundering - it would still be a situation where if it could be proved that the 
wealth was crime derived, it would not matter how many legitimate processes the wealth was run through, it 
could still be traced.  It could be confiscated.  To come back to what has been the substance of most of this 
debate and the subject of the amendment that has been circulated in the House today which came out of debate 
and discussions last night, if there were an innocent third person and if that individual could show, on reasonable 
grounds, that he could not have known that the wealth was crime derived, the property might be cleansed.  A 
remote relative inheriting under the will of someone he never knew, or an infant, both of whom could not 
possibly have known that the deceased person acquired the wealth by criminality, would be in possession of, not 
just lawfully acquired property, but cleansed property.  One could think of a number of commercial examples 
which could produce the same result.  If people have taken whatever steps were possible to acquaint themselves 
with the circumstances, and still end up in possession of property derived through criminal activities, they are 
still innocent.  These examples will comprise a fairly limited category.  I do not see their creating a method of 
laundering simply by moving property by a lawful process from one owner to another. 

Mr McGinty:  But why not?  Where is it stated in this Bill that something more than a legal transaction is 
required to legitimise property?  I do not think it is there. 

Mr PRINCE:  Let us deal with the unexplained wealth declaration.  We are talking here not about crime-derived 
wealth, but about an individual who has apparent or actual wealth, for which there is no explanation. 

Mr McGinty:  If the only possible explanation is that the wealth is crime derived, and if there is an application 
for an unexplained wealth declaration, but no application for a criminal benefits declaration, is it sufficient for 
that person to say that it was given as a gift?  I do not think that what you are saying is right, as I read the Bill. 

Mr PRINCE:  The draftsperson disagrees with the member on that point, and I share her view. 

Mr McGinty:  Convince me I am wrong. 

Mr PRINCE:  Crime-derived wealth is a concept we can easily follow.  All methods by which one could attempt 
to launder wealth are adequately covered in this legislation.  We can trace and track sham transactions, but truly 
innocent third parties, or in old parlance “the purchaser for value without notice”, will be protected.   

Unexplained wealth is a different exercise.  It is one of identifying individuals, companies or other entities - and 
outlaw motorcycle gangs are a classic example - that own a body of unexplained wealth.  It could comprise 
fortress-style clubrooms, taverns, hotels or other property for which the title is transferred, perhaps for some 
consideration, perhaps not.  It is not obvious that this property resulted from a lawful income.  We have 
suspicion of criminal activity and a body of unexplained wealth.  The outlaw motorcycle gang could then be 
called upon to prove that all this wealth was lawfully derived.   

Mr WIESE:  I want two issues cleared up before moving to my amendment.  We need to confine the argument 
here to unexplained wealth, because we will be dealing later with the issue of criminal benefits.  The 
unexplained wealth provision is an important aspect of this Bill because it provides the mechanism by which the 
State can move against those criminals who have successfully evaded the law.  We are all aware of who these 
people are, so I need not mention names.  We may see the Director of Public Prosecutions moving against those 
with unexplained wealth, without criminal convictions being obtained, or even charges being laid.  It is therefore 
very important that we address all the issues, and take great care that we have got it right. 

The minister has said that the wealth we are talking about confiscating comprises the difference between what a 
person can show is lawfully acquired and what that person cannot so explain.  I disagree with the minister, and 
this disagreement relates to the first issue I raised.  A person under investigation will always be able to 
demonstrate that at least some income was lawfully acquired.  The problem that will arise is that, as 
investigations will potentially go back far into the past where records may be non-existent, wealth may be 
unexplained only because the records are not available.  There is often no way of producing records further back 
than the statutory limit of seven years.  This wealth would be confiscated simply because the respondent cannot 
produce records of having acquired it.  I do not have a great deal of sympathy for drug criminals, who will 
possibly be the main target of unexplained wealth declarations.  Other situations and examples exist - and again I 
do not wish to mention names - which would stand out in the minds of many people in this place and in the 
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community, where there is a very clear possibility of this legislation being used to take away unexplained wealth, 
even without criminal charges being laid.  This is the clause that will be used against those people.  The minister 
and Parliament need to take heed of this point:  That to be taken away may simply be that for which a person has 
not retained records. 

Mr PRINCE:  I will give the member a concrete example of the way outlaw motorcycle gangs proceed when 
they get to stage four of their development.  The member for Wagin knows what I am talking about as he has 
been Minister for Police.  This is the point at which the gangs move into legitimate businesses and begin 
laundering their illegally acquired money.  Through some of their members, or others, the gang acquires or starts 
a small business, such as motorcycle repairs, tow trucks or vehicle spray painting; in fact, anything to do with 
motor vehicles.  It begins as a very small exercise, but over time it is found that this business has acquired a 
significant quantity of valuable tools and equipment.  If the wealth in the business is compared with its income 
and running costs, particularly the costs that have been declared to the income tax authorities, more often than 
not, the two do not match.  The business may be legitimate; its books may show repairs people have had done to 
their vehicles, etc.  However, it is more probable than not that it has been used as a vehicle to launder drug 
money, which has then gone into the business’s bank account as though it were the proceeds of trading, and the 
money has then been used to buy land, a tavern licence, etc.  

The member for Wagin and I know - I am not sure whether other members know - that this is a sophisticated and 
complex issue.  The analysis of the pattern of such money laundering takes an enormous amount of time and a 
great deal of wall space.  A business may have a certain amount of wealth attached to it which, on analysis, 
cannot be explained by the operation of, for example, a legitimate motor vehicle repairer either in the acquisition 
of the tools or in the way it has generated money that has gone elsewhere, and has probably been used for other 
legitimate property purchases.  

The following is an example of the process surrounding an unexplained wealth declaration:  The proprietors of 
that business would be made aware that the authorities had detected a certain amount of wealth in both goodwill 
and trade, while the income of the business is not sufficient to justify it.  The court would be asked to make an 
unexplained wealth declaration, which the proprietor would have to prove was not justified.  The burden of proof 
would be on him.  By producing books which recorded the number of clients, the profit and expenses, the 
proprietor may be able to show some of the wealth was lawfully acquired.  However, that will not explain the 
totality of the wealth, only a percentage of it, which may be 10 per cent or 50 per cent.  Either way, the aim 
would be to seek in the court a declaration about that part of the wealth for which there is no explanation.  

To some extent, that will be difficult the further back in time the authorities want to trace.  As the member for 
Wagin says, records do not necessarily last forever.  However, records exist of that which prompts the 
application in the first place, as well as the ability to refute it.  It cuts both ways.  If evidence does not exist it 
cannot be used, regardless of the application.  

I appreciate that the member for Wagin does not see that someone could be prejudiced in this provision, but this 
is the most effective means of getting at the sophisticated criminals who have managed their activities to avoid 
being convicted of offences.  At present, the law is conviction-based, which is fine.  However, the smart people 
do not handle wealth to the extent that they can be nailed with an offence.  Therefore, they do not become 
subject to forfeiture.  Nevertheless, the motivation for criminal activity remains; namely, the acquisition of 
wealth.  

The Bill will allow the authorities to target the wealth that is acquired due to what we suspect, but cannot prove, 
is criminal activity. 

Mr WIESE:  With reference to “more likely than not” in subclause (1), I appreciate the minister’s view that that 
is a relatively high level of proof. 

Mr Prince:  It is a civil standard. 

Mr WIESE:  I am no lawyer, but I understood that guilt must be proved “beyond reasonable doubt” in a criminal 
case.  The minister indicated that at the next level the “more likely than not” requirement is equal to “beyond all 
reasonable doubt”.  

When I was Minister for Police, I referred many matters for legal opinion to Mr Robert Cock, for whom I have 
enormous respect.  He was not the Director of Public Prosecutions at the time.  He was probably one of the most 
accurate and efficient providers of legal opinions with whom I dealt.  Will the minister seek a written, legal 
opinion from the DPP detailing this level of proof requirement?  The DPP is the instructing officer.  I am not 
saying I do not accept the minister’s explanation.  However, I would like an opinion from a better authority than 
the minister on the status of the “more likely than not” level of proof. 
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I know this does not concern clauses we are dealing with now, but I would like the minister to also seek similar 
written clarification of “effective control”.  Although it is defined repeatedly, I disagree with the minister’s 
earlier opinion.  The definition of “effectively controlled” in the Bill is different from that which the minister 
provided to us. 

Mr McGINTY:  If the minister is inclined to accede to that request, a third area requires further elaboration.  The 
minister asked me to seek a compendious definition of “lawful acquisition”.  This legislation could be a bit weak 
in this area and it may need to be tightened.  If we take at face value what appears to be a definition in clause 
149, and if I understood correctly the minister’s response earlier, a gift to me of tainted property, provided the 
person who made the gift had good title, would cleanse the soiled nature of the gift. 

Mr Prince:  That is a different issue. 

Mr McGINTY:  I do not think so.  Perhaps the minister has been sitting on those benches for too long.  The 
matter should be seen from the point of view of a defence lawyer who needs to establish property was lawfully 
acquired.  I am coming from that perspective, rather than the prosecutor’s view that could well involve a 
different tack on this matter.  To establish lawful acquisition in the simple case of that gift is the gifting of 
something that gives me good title to it and, therefore, renders it no longer liable to be challenged by the DPP.  If 
that can be done, this clause is a pro-laundering proposition.   

One of the bases on which the Opposition has indicated its support for this legislation, is that it is tough.  If at 
any stage property were tainted, merely passing it on through an order of the Family Court or through a will is 
insufficient to legitimise and cleanse it. 

Mr Prince:  It is not. 

Mr McGINTY:  I do not think the definition is sufficient to cover the situations to which we have referred.  In 
the absence of that, and if the minister is inclined to accede to the request of the member for Wagin, we need a 
similar clear statement of the meaning of lawful acquisition.  I am not satisfied, on the basis of debate so far, that 
criminals will not be able to use the rather weak definition of lawful acquisition contained in clause 149 to place 
their assets beyond the reach of the Director of Public Prosecutions when he seeks to confiscate those assets 
which are either crime-used, crime-derived, proceeds of crime or unexplained wealth.  

Mr PRINCE:  The member for Wagin raised a number of matters.  The standard of proof required in criminal 
proceedings for the most part - not all - is beyond reasonable doubt.  I have heard innumerable judges address 
juries on what that means.  It means exactly what members think it means:  Beyond any doubt one may hold to 
be reasonable.  I do not think any judge anywhere in the British system has been able to come up with a better 
definition of the simple meaning of the words.  That is the standard of proof the State must overcome when it 
tries to prove that the private citizen has committed a criminal offence.  In the civil area, for a long time, the 
standard of proof has been “on the balance of probabilities”.  It means it is more probable than not that it was this 
scenario or that.  In more common parlance that means “more likely than not”.  I have heard umpteen judges say 
that, particularly when they are trying to explain this to people who are non-lawyers.  More probably than not 
means more likely than not.   

We are dealing with language that is used in an ordinary sense, and not in some highly technical way.  Courts are 
places in which lawyers work but ordinary people appear.  Ordinary people must be able to understand these 
things otherwise the law ceases to be of any meaning at all.  Virtually all the judges I have heard have been at 
pains to try to ensure that, without trying to confuse people, they use language that is the common language of 
the people of the day.  “More probable than not” would have more meaning to a trained mathematician, who 
talks about probability theories and things of that nature; or a psychologist may use that language in a technical 
sense.  However, in ordinary parlance, people say “what is more likely?”  That is the way it is being used today.  
We are trying to reflect the common language of the day.  More probably than not means more likely than not.  
It is the civil standard of proof.  It is not no proof; it is whether it is more likely to be the case.   

Like the member for Wagin, I have a high regard for Mr Cock.  However, I am not sure the instructing officer 
for the Bill should be asked to give that sort of opinion.  If anybody is asked, it should be Crown Counsel.  I can 
ask Mr Cock whether he is prepared to put pen to paper to give his interpretation of some of the things the 
member for Wagin raised.  Whether he does so is entirely up to him, and as instructing officer he may take the 
view that he should not.  That is particularly because he is the DPP and assuming this legislation passes, and he 
remains the DPP for the next several years, he will be the person required to enforce the law.  He will not 
necessarily want to be bound by something he says now.  The member for Wagin may be putting him in perhaps 
a potentially difficult situation.  I can canvass the matter with him.  Failing that, it may be appropriate for the 
member for Wagin to talk through these matters with my advisers and others in a more informal surrounding 
than the relative formality here today.  It is difficult to nut out the points raised by the member for Wagin and 
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have an interchange.  The least of these difficulties is that Hansard must record what we say and my advisers 
cannot speak directly to the member in this place.  Perhaps that will be a way forward.  

Mr Wiese:  Part of the point is to get it on the record.  

Mr PRINCE:  I understand that.  I refer to the points raised by the member for Fremantle.  If there is crime-
derived property, we can follow it.  A legitimate transaction of movement of ownership from one person to 
another - a gift, or whatever it may be - does not cleanse the property.  This clause relates to unexplained wealth.  
If we find crime-derived wealth in this person’s wealth, and it is not part of an unexplained wealth declaration, 
we would deal with it as crime-derived property.  

Mr WIESE:  I move -  

Page 7, after line 27 - To insert the following - 

(5) Before finalising an unexplained wealth declaration the court is to - 

(a) endeavour to identify by all possible means those who have suffered direct financial 
loss from the activities of the respondent who is the subject of an application for an 
unexplained wealth declaration; 

(b) provide every possible opportunity for those identified as a result of subsection (5)(a), 
or for others not identified by the court who believe they meet the criteria laid out in 
subsection (5)(a), to put their claim and to provide evidence of the value of their 
direct financial loss to the court; and 

(c) assess the value of the direct financial loss suffered by each of those persons whom 
the court identifies as having suffered a direct financial loss. 

I have explained in this debate what is behind my thought processes.  The first is that nowhere in this legislation 
is any account taken of the origins of the money that we will confiscate.  My contention is that in the great 
number of cases the money we will confiscate under this legislation has come from people who are victims of 
crime - people who have been defrauded or embezzled and people who have had substantial losses as a result of 
theft.  That is where a lot of the money that we will confiscate has come from.  In reality, when we take the 
money from the criminal - the respondent to any of these actions - the money is not the criminal’s money, it is 
money that has come from a victim.  Nowhere does this legislation take account of the victim, the effect that the 
crimes that have been committed have had on that victim and the fact that the victim has been deprived of, in 
many cases, substantial sums of money and wealth.  It is not the criminal’s money; it is the victim’s money.  
These amendments will endeavour to put in place a process whereby that money goes firstly to the victim and 
any money that is left over from that will go to the Crown.  The first person who gets a bite of the cherry of the 
confiscated funds should not be the Crown, but the victim from whom the moneys came in the first place.  This 
legislation fails totally to take account of the situations of those victims.   

If passed, this amendment will put in place steps that will enable or require the court to endeavour, firstly, to 
identify those persons who have been victims and who have suffered financial loss, and to give every 
opportunity to victims who have not been identified by the court to come forward and make their claims to the 
court.  Secondly, it will require the court to assess the value of the losses that those persons have suffered as a 
result of the operations of the criminal respondents.  In that way the victims will be able to put their case for 
recompense before any process of confiscation and allocation of the moneys to the State takes place, so that the 
courts assess from whom the moneys have come - the victims - and the value of the losses that those victims 
have suffered.  The consequent amendment to clause 14 enables the court to make those payments.  Before it can 
make the payments, it must ascertain who are the victims and the extent of their losses.  That is what this 
amendment endeavours to do.  

The result of what I am proposing will be exactly the same:  The money will be removed from the criminal but, 
instead of going directly to the State, will go to the victims.  The court will consider those people first in the 
process of confiscation and returning money to the State.  That money should go to the victims.   

Mr McGINTY:  The sentiments expressed by the member for Wagin enjoy the Opposition’s support.   

Mr Prince:  Hear!  Hear! 

Mr McGINTY:  The issue that particularly concerns me is that there is no reference to a person’s being innocent.  
That is an essential element of this scenario.  Someone might break into the member’s home and steal his 
property.  In that case, the member would be an innocent victim.  However, someone could say he is a victim but 
he might not necessarily be innocent.   
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Another clear-cut case might well be something that is not yet the subject of criminal charges.  I detailed late last 
year a case in the Acting Speaker’s (Mr Masters) electorate involving the Bubbling Billy Café-Restaurant in 
Capel.  It was the subject of one of the greatest frauds that the finance brokers’ scandal has uncovered.  The 
property was valued by Stephen Olifent at six to seven times its market value.  On the basis of that, a mortgage 
of four times its market value was raised.  We all know that Ken Court signed off on that loan through MFA 
Finance Pty Ltd.  He signed away on what will ultimately be shown to be a fraudulent transaction.   

The major fraud squad has been going through each deal affected in the finance broking industry rather than 
dealing with - 

Mr Prince:  It has.  

Mr McGINTY:  I agree that that is the correct thing to do.   

Mr Prince:  It must do that.  

Mr McGINTY:  I agree.  A large number of charges have been laid against the borrower, Gregory Kennedy, by 
the major fraud squad and he is now bankrupt.  Ross Fisher, the principal of MFA Finance, is also the subject of 
numerous fraud charges relating to other transactions.  I suspect he will also be charged over this transaction 
because it is one of the grubbiest I have seen.  Whether Ken Court will be charged with being knowingly 
concerned with the commission of a fraud, I do not know.  On the basis of the documentation I have seen, I 
believe he should be charged.  That might well eventuate.   

Mr Prince:  Your belief and that of the police officers involved might be completely different.   

Mr McGINTY:  We have been in accord so far.   

Mr Prince:  I am sure your motives are completely different.  

Mr McGINTY:  What - to catch wrongdoers?   

Mr Prince:  That is not your motive.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Masters):  I ask members to return to the question before the Chair. 

Mr McGINTY:  I would like to answer the minister.  What more noble motive could one have - I hope it is the 
Government’s motive - than to catch wrongdoers and to punish them?   

Mr Prince:  That is the Government’s motive; it is not yours. 

Mr McGINTY:  Of course it is. 

Mr Prince:  You are simply keen to get a scalp because the end justifies the means.   

Mr McGINTY:  How could the minister possibly say that! 

Mr Prince:  You do not need to do that to sit in the Leader of the Opposition’s chair.  All you need is the 
numbers in Caucus, and I know you have them.   

Mr McGINTY:  The minister is obviously not very good with numbers if that is his impression. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  I ask members to make their comments relevant to the amendment.   

Mr McGINTY:  Please bear with the irrelevance for one moment.  

The ACTING SPEAKER:  My patience is running short.   

Mr Wiese:  This is extremely relevant.   

Mr McGINTY:  I am talking about the pursuit of wrongdoers that the Opposition has embraced as its own.  I am 
delighted with the role played by the major fraud squad.  I have said that often because, unlike the response from 
the Government - which was not to pursue the wrongdoers -  

Mr Prince interjected. 

Mr McGINTY:  The minister should remember because he was here.  The Minister for Fair Trading said, “I dare 
you to take those complaints to the police.”  I did, and 345 fraud charges have been laid.   

Mr Prince:  I am the Minister for Police and responsible for the major fraud squad.  I take responsibility.   

Mr McGINTY:  The major fraud squad was dragging the chain until these matters were raised forcibly in 
Parliament.  I have nothing but praise for its work since then.   

Mr Prince:  I think you have just condemned it.   
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Mr McGINTY:  Our motive was to pursue and punish wrongdoers in the best of traditions.  I would like to see 
this amendment focus on innocent victims, such as the victims of robbery, rather than simply on anyone who has 
been adversely affected.  

Mr MARLBOROUGH:  I am sure, as indicated by the member for Fremantle, we are all very interested in 
continuing to pursue wrongdoers, particularly when they have been involved in criminal activities that have 
resulted in over 340 charges being laid.  The evidence will be presented to the appropriate authorities - hopefully 
in the not too distant future.  We may then see real justice handed down - far better than that which has been 
handed down by this Government.   

The ACTING SPEAKER:  I remind the member of the need for relevance.  

Mr MARLBOROUGH:  On that basis, I want to hear further from the member for Fremantle.  

Mr McGINTY:  We were talking about innocent victims rather than the so-called victims who should share some 
responsibility for what has occurred.  I assure the minister that the Opposition’s motive is not to gain a scalp -  

Mr Prince:  Sorry!   

The ACTING SPEAKER:  I fail to see the relevance. 

Mr McGINTY:  It might be several scalps, including the minister’s.   

Mr Prince:  Give it up!   

The ACTING SPEAKER:  I encourage the minister not to respond. 

Mr McGINTY:  The finance brokers’ scandal has thrown up a range of circumstances in which people might 
incur loss as a result of confiscation of the proceeds of crime.  I refer to any assets associated with MFA Finance 
Pty Ltd and payments made to its directors.  Would Ken Court be able to claim to be a victim because of his 
losses that have resulted from the criminal behaviour of his company?  Would he then be able to utilise these 
provisions?  Having signed off and approved an allegedly fraudulent transaction, I would hate to see him able to 
use these provisions to protect the wealth that he has acquired through criminal activities.  In the spirit of this 
legislation, that would be tainted wealth.  Those issues need further elaboration, and I am happy to elaborate on 
them in greater detail if the minister requires.  The principle remains:  The legitimate innocent victim should be 
protected rather than anyone who suffers loss as a result of criminality.   

Mr PRINCE:  For the member for Fremantle to do as he has just done and say that Mr Court is an accessory to a 
crime, that he is a fraud and so on gives the lie to the assertion that he has a noble motive.  He has none at all; he 
would not know nobility if it bit him.   

However, I do agree with what the member said in the first few moments of his speech.  I doubt that any member 
in this place would not agree with the sentiments expressed by the member for Wagin; namely, that victims 
should be compensated.  The history of compensation for victims is somewhat fraught, but the capacity to order 
restitution has been in the Criminal Code for 100 years, and since the late-1970s under the Government of Sir 
Charles Court there has been the capacity to order compensation for people who have suffered injury to their 
body.  The Criminal Injuries Compensation Act deals only with injury to the person, not injury to the pocket.  
What we should do is examine the compensation systems that exist elsewhere with a view to developing 
legislation in this State that will provide proper compensation for victims of crime, whether they have been 
injured in their person or financially.  A select committee would be the best way of doing this, and it is a pity the 
member for Wagin will not be here after the election, because he would make a good chairman of such a 
committee.  We have a system that deals with injury to the person, although arguably not as well as it could; it 
was good in its day but should be looked at again.  We do not have a system that deals with people who are the 
financial victims of crime.   

It will be very difficult to identify the people who are the victims of criminal activity, particularly with regard to 
an unexplained wealth declaration.  In the case of criminal activity, if a person is charged and convicted we can 
then forfeit any wealth that has been derived from that criminal activity, because that is conviction-based 
forfeiture, and there is no problem about that.  In the case of crime-derived property, even if we cannot get a 
conviction, we can trace the property and can then return that property to the persons from whom it was taken by 
means of that criminal activity.  The point of an unexplained wealth declaration is that we suspect criminal 
activity but we cannot prove it to the point of laying a charge, and certainly not to the point of getting a 
conviction.  We are fairly sure there has been a course of conduct over time which has led to this individual or 
group of people accumulating a body of wealth for which there is no legitimate source.  However, it is, by 
definition, impossible to find the victims of that criminal conduct.  If we move from the area of drugs, which is 
the one that I am sure dominates our thinking, to Internet fraud, there may be a series of victims across the 
world, and we may never be able to identify them.   
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I agree with the sentiments expressed by the member for Wagin, as does the member for Fremantle.  What we 
should do as a Parliament is engage in an exercise of investigation and of formulation of public policy to develop 
legislation that will provide compensation for people who are the financial victims of crime as well as the 
physical victims.  I cannot agree with the amendment.  Although I agree that we should have legislation to 
provide compensation for victims, this is not that legislation; and to attempt to bring in bits and pieces of that 
legislation in this Bill will not work, particularly in the area of unexplained wealth, because we will not be able 
to identify those people to whom we should pass on any of the money that the State might obtain by getting that 
unexplained wealth declaration.  Perhaps the member for Wagin will consider standing for the next election and 
taking charge of this matter in the next Parliament.   

Mr McGINTY:  One way of overcoming the difficulty that I perceive with the amendment is to insert the word 
“innocently” in the first line of paragraph (a) so that it reads, “endeavour to identify by all possible means those 
who have innocently suffered direct financial loss”.  I draw the attention of the House to clause 131, which belies 
some of the comments just made by the minister.  Subclause (2) provides that money may be paid out of the 
confiscation proceeds account to, among other things, in paragraph (c), provide support services and other 
assistance to the victims of crime. 

Mr Prince:  To victims of crime as a class - not to the victims of that crime.   

Mr McGINTY:  It is only a short step from saying that money can be used to provide support services and other 
assistance to victims of crime to modifying that notion marginally to provide some restitution to the victims of 
crime, which is often the most substantial form of support services that we can offer to those people. 

Mr Prince:  We can do that now under the Sentencing Act and the Criminal Code.  There is no need to do that in 
this legislation.  The member is right:  The confiscation account can be used for the benefit of the class of 
persons called victims of crime.  However, if we want to take it further, we should take the time to consider how 
this State can best deal with the question of compensation for victims of crime in a general sense.   

Mr McGINTY:  Yes.  I do not disagree with that, because one of the few areas of the law in which I have some 
practical knowledge is compensation for victims of crime, particularly through having represented a significant 
number of people in criminal injuries compensation matters.  The maximum payment for criminal injuries 
compensation was fixed during the term of the previous Labor Government at $50 000.  That is obviously 
completely inadequate for a person like the man who was in the newspaper last Sunday, who is now confined to 
a wheelchair for life after having been stabbed in a brutal assault in a car.  If that had occurred in a circumstance 
where there was a civil liability, the payment to that person would be millions of dollars.  One of the problems 
with the commitment to the victims of crime is that the maximum amount of compensation has not been 
increased to maintain its real value, and I hope that will be attended to. 

Mr Prince:  Certainly with regard to the extremely injured person, Cabinet has made a number of special 
payments.   

Mr McGINTY:  I have made representations to the Attorney General to achieve exactly that, and I appreciate 
that.  Criminal injuries compensation for injury to the person is one area.  This Bill is radical and turns a number 
of legal principles on their head, such as the reversal of the onus of proof, unlimited retrospectivity, and other 
matters that we have spent several days debating.  It seems to me a small step to extend this Bill to provide 
support services and other assistance to the victims of crime, whether that be as victims of crime themselves, or 
as innocent people who have had their property confiscated by the State and then see themselves as the victims 
of crime in the sense that a crime has been perpetrated against them by the State.  I move -  

That the amendment be amended by inserting in paragraph (a) after “have” the word “innocently”. 

Debate was adjourned until a later stage, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 1322.] 
 


